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BUILDING
Supplies / Aids:
Video

Conditioning:
• Pushups
• Squats 
• Step Ups (onto a panel mat)

Drills:
• Top person practicing  
    stepping onto a panel mat  
    and locking out legs
• Timing drills
• Show & Go

Safety:

The minimal to no arch in the 
base’s back at entry

Variation(s):
• Di!erent body positions
• 1/2 up to liberty or body  
   positions
• Tick Tocks
• Inversion to single leg  
  stunts

Entry

Main Base - Begin with legs about shoulder width apart, 
knees bent, straight back and hands together with palms 
up and arms at a 90 degree angle. The right hand is on the 
top person’s toe and left hand is under the heel. 
 
Side Base - Begin with their legs about shoulder width 
apart knees bent,  straight back and hands together with 
palms up and arms at a 90 degree angle. The right hand 
is in the middle of the foot and left hand is on shin of top  
person or the wrist of main base.
 
Top - Begin with one foot loaded into bases’ hands with 
hands on each base’s shoulder. Weight should be in hands. 
The foot that’s on the performance surface should be on 
the ball of the foot.
 
Spotter - Squat down to be positioned where the top 
person’s hips are located. Spotter should have right hand 
on top person’s ankle and left hand underneath top 
person’s seat.

Middle

Bases - Dip with legs. Bases should drive through the 
center of the body. Main base turn hands out above the 
head and settle down at prep level. Wrists should connect 
to the side base’s wrist. Side base should be positioned 
underneath the stunt. The foot should be right above 
the side base’s shoulder. Side bases left hand could be 
positioned on the top person’s shin, under the top person’s 
foot, or grabbing the main base’s wrist.
 
Top - Dip with the base and lock out the leg being 
supported by the bases. Top person should push o! 
the bases’ shoulder to assist them with standing up and 
locking out their leg. Once leg is locked, the top person can 
execute the liberty. (STEP, LOCK, LIBERTY)
  
Spotter - Assist by pushing up through the seat. Be 
mindful not to push top person forward. Once at prep, the 
spotter should use the left hand to either pull up at the top 
person’s ankle or to hold the top person’s thigh.

Exit

Bases - Bases should dip with their legs, keeping their 
backs straight, drive top person above their heads and 
slowly bring them back to the set or load-in position.
 
Top - Once the bases extend, top should clean with the 
liberty leg passing through the platform position, and 
catching the bases’ shoulders (just like they started) 
 
Spotter - Assist bases by having the top person pass 
through the extended position. Spotter should use the left 
hand to slow the top girl down, either under the seat or at 
the waist. Assisting back to the load-in/set position.

Note: we have shown the stunt with the Top Person 
performing the lib position.  Any of the other  

body positions shown in B1 can be substituted  
into the stunt instead of the lib.

Notes:

Skill: Prep Level Single Leg Stunt - Liberty    
Novice SELECT Level 2 BuildingB.6


